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3 tier welded trolleys
More ergonomics and increased storage capacity 
with this new trolley. Shelf tilts slightly to the rear 
to ensure stability of plates and the whole assembly. 
Opening at each level in rear of trolley to facilitate 
drainage of washing water. 

Ergonomix                  
Adjustable worktop

Ergonomix is   an adjustable worktop. It allows eve-
ryone to work at a height that suits them, depen-
ding on their size or the task. Ergonomix helps  
reduce the risk of musculoskeletal injury, a lea-
ding cause of work absence.

Easy to use : Manual operation of the 
crank makes it possible to raise or lower the  
platform according to the user’s needs. There 
is no electrical connection required. 

Ergonomic : After adjusting the height, 
the crank can be folded under the worktop,  
avoiding the risk of snagging or shocks.

Stable and solid : The robust pump and 
cylinder guidance system combine with the 
welded and reinforced table frame, to ensure 
perfect worktop stability during ascent, des-
cent and use.Wide range : 

more than 40
models

available

Video 
Ergonomix



Combination table for children
The inclined rollers, the dining side are arranged at the height of the children who become responsible 
for preparing the sorting like the grown-ups, whilst the adults are never far away to help if need be. 
The washing up side has a roller area, at adult height, with diamond point base + evacuation for quick 
transfer of racks to dishwasher. 

Risers for sinks and chef’s tables
To facilitate the work at the washing up station which is 
particularly affected by MSD problems. The sink depth often 
leads to uncomfortable working positions.  Sink risers help 
reduce bending postures when washing up flat and shallow 
elements.

Lift-up and fold-away rail 
for sorting
All our sorting units, as well as the 600 mm 
wide pre-sorting units now come with a lift-up 
rail for easy access to bin liners underneath. 
After service, the rail can also be folded back 
to save space.. 

                                    
   

   
  

  

Two-product disinfecting station
Designed for heavy-duty cleaning of kitchens, preparation areas, food 
storage and sanitary facilities, this disinfecting station allows for the use of 
two products alternately. The bottle holder is designed to hold 2 x 5 litre 
bottles.

This document is not binding. The specifications given are subject to 
change with a view to improvement.
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